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Internal diamagnetic flux measurements, with measurement loops and compensation magnetic probes
inside the vacuum vessel, are now available on the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak. The measured diamag-
netic flux is compared to that predicted by simulations and calculated from equilibrium reconstruction.
The diamagnetic flux measured at 2 positions separated toroidally by 180◦ in the vacuum vessel is
compared. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5045543

The diamagnetic flux is the small difference in total
toroidal flux with plasma and without plasma.1 A number of
tokamaks have demonstrated the measurement of the diamag-
netic flux in real-time using analog summation circuits.2–5 The
compensation for poloidal field and ohmic heating coil cur-
rents was carried out by analog subtraction of an appropriate
fraction of the measured coil current. In superconducting toka-
maks, where the toroidal field is constant before and after the
discharge, it is possible to carry out a diamagnetic flux mea-
surement without using an analog summation circuit.6–8 The
diamagnetic flux integrator can also be initiated in the flat top
of the toroidal field current to make digital compensation of
the signal possible.5,9

In earlier research work, the details and the theoretical
background of external diamagnetic flux measurements were
described.10 It has a limited bandwidth of operation owing to
the low pass filtering effect of the vacuum vessel. The improve-
ment in the bandwidth of diamagnetic flux measurements with
internal measurement loops and compensation probes is the
motivation for this work.

A schematic diagram of the internal and external dia-
magnetic flux measurements on ASDEX Upgrade is shown in
Fig. 1. The internal measurement loop is a single winding in the
poloidal direction around the inside of the vacuum vessel. This
measures the toroidal magnetic flux generated by the toroidal
field coils and the plasma. Magnetic probes oriented in the
toroidal direction provide the internal compensation signal and
measure the local toroidal flux generated by the toroidal field
coils. These probes have a cross section of 45 mm × 68 mm
and are located on the inner wall of the vacuum vessel. There
are two sets of measurement loops and compensation probes
separated by 180◦ in the toroidal direction. The diamagnetic
flux is then simply the measurement loop flux minus the
compensation probe flux.

Vacuum field measurements with a steady value of cur-
rent in the toroidal field coil are used to establish the relative
sensitivity of the measurement loop and compensation probe.
The integrators of the measurement loop and compensation
probe were triggered close to the flat top phase of the toroidal
field coil current. In the ideal case, the measurement loop
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and compensation probe of the diamagnetic flux measurement
are perfectly axisymmetric and are exactly perpendicular to
the poloidal field and ohmic heating coils. Owing to a small
misalignment, it is necessary to correct each signal for the
contribution generated by their mutual inductance to these
coils. The correction term proportional to the plasma current
was determined by comparing two discharges with plasma
parameters as identical as possible with negative and positive
toroidal magnetic fields.

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the internal and external diamagnetic flux mea-
surements on ASDEX Upgrade. The external measurement loop (green) is
2 turns mounted on a frame surrounding the vacuum vessel in the poloidal
direction. The external compensation loop (yellow) is also mounted on this
frame. The internal measurement loop (sea blue) is a single turn mounted on
the inside vacuum vessel in the poloidal direction. Magnetic probes oriented
in the toroidal direction provide the internal compensation signal.
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FIG. 2. Overview of discharge with constant ECRH and NBI power steps. The upper frame shows the time evolution of the plasma current (Ipa) and the plasma
energy from the real-time (blue) and offline (black) equilibrium reconstruction (Wmhd) and inferred from the external diamagnetic flux (Wdia). The middle
frame shows the time evolution of the neutral beam injection heating (PNI), electron cyclotron heating (PECRH), and radiated power (Prad). The lower frame
shows the time evolution of the electron density line integral in the core and edge of the plasma.

The transport code, TRANSP,11 allows the diamagnetic
flux (parameter DFLUX) to be calculated and compared to
the experimental measurements. (This code uses inputs, such
as the measured kinetic plasma profiles, power, and timing
of heating sources including the fast-ion distribution function.
The code has its own equilibrium solver that considers the
plasma pressure, the total plasma current, and the position
of the separatrix.) An offline equilibrium reconstruction code
[integrated data equilibrium (IDE)], with pressure constraints
including the fast ion contribution, is also used to calculate the
diamagnetic flux.12

An overview of a discharge with constant electron
cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) power and neutral beam
injection heating (NBI) power steps is shown in Fig. 2. Inter-
nal measurement loop and compensation probe signals are
shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen that plasma energy loss
due to edge localised modes (ELMs) causes rapid changes
in the compensation probe signal. By contrast, the measure-
ment loop signal is not affected. This infers that toroidal flux
conservation by the vacuum vessel plays a role. Flux con-
servation leads to the generation of a poloidal current in the
vacuum vessel wall in response to the decrease in plasma
beta after an ELM and the resulting increase in diamagnetic
flux. The vacuum vessel wall currents generate the decrease
in flux seen by the compensation probe. Shown in Fig. 4 is
the good agreement of the internal and external diamagnetic
flux measurements with the values predicted by TRANSP
and the values calculated from the real-time and offline mag-
netic equilibrium reconstruction code in the NBI phase of the
discharge.

The diamagnetic flux measurements in a small time win-
dow are shown in Fig. 5. The vacuum vessel has 16 segments.
The internal diamagnetic flux measurements from segment 11
(DIAf89) show high frequency features between ELMs more
strongly than in segment 3 (DIAf39). Closer inspection of the
compensation probe signals shows that the higher frequency
features are stronger in segment 11 than in segment 3. The
spikes in diamagnetic flux just after an ELM are also stronger
in segment 11. The offline equilibrium reconstruction calcula-
tion of diamagnetic flux (DiaFlux) corresponds more closely to

FIG. 3. Internal measurement loop and compensation probe signals for a dis-
charge with constant ECRH power and NBI power steps. The measurement
loops (DIAfM31, DIAfM81) and compensation probes (DIAfK39, DIAfK89)
are at two locations separated toroidally by 180◦. Plasma energy loss due to
ELMs causes rapid changes in the compensation probe signal at times greater
than 2 s. By contrast, the measurement loop signal is not affected by ELMs.
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FIG. 4. Comparison of diamagnetic flux calculations and measurements. The
predicted value from TRANSP (DFLUX), the calculated values from the real-
time equilibrium reconstruction (dPhi) and offline equilibrium reconstruction
(DiaFlux) and the external (DIAt) and 4 internal (DIAf89, DIAf87, DIAf38,
DIAf39) diamagnetic flux measurements for the time interval of the discharge
with auxiliary heating are in good agreement.

FIG. 5. Time evolution on a fast time scale of the measured and calculated
diamagnetic flux. The internal diamagnetic flux measurements from segment
11 (DIAf89) shows high frequency features between ELMs more strongly than
in segment 3 (DIAf39). The spikes in diamagnetic flux just after an ELM are
also stronger in segment 11. The offline equilibrium reconstruction calculation
of diamagnetic flux (DiaFlux) corresponds more closely to the measurements
in segment 3.

the diamagnetic flux measured in segment 3. A comparison of
poloidal magnetic probes at two toroidal positions (segment 5
and segment 13) shows that the precursor oscillations between
ELMs are visible at both toroidal positions, with the magnetic
probes on the inner vacuum vessel wall showing the largest
signal.

Divertor tile currents are inferred from the voltage drop
across shunt resistors mounted between the tiles and their
mechanical support.13 A comparison of divertor tile current
measurements on inner and outer divertor tiles at three toroidal
positions (segment 4, 12, and 14) shows that the precursor
oscillations between ELMs are also visible at each toroidal
position. The observed toroidal symmetry of the poloidal mag-
netic probe and divertor tile current signals makes the toroidal

asymmetry of the internal diamagnetic flux difficult to explain,
as it would require toroidal symmetry of the plasma at the sepa-
ratrix and toroidal asymmetry of the plasma pressure collapse.
It is also feasible that the outward movement of the plasma
to a region of smaller toroidal magnetic field or a change
in plasma volume could produce changes in the diamagnetic
flux.14 Nevertheless, the observation of toroidal asymmetry of
fast changes in diamagnetic flux indicates that caution is war-
ranted when using these changes to calculate power losses to
plasma facing components.

In summary, internal real-time diamagnetic flux measure-
ments for ASDEX Upgrade are now in routine operation.
The internal and external diamagnetic flux measurements, the
predicted value by TRANSP, and the calculated value from
equilibrium reconstruction are found to be in good agreement.

In discharges with ELM’s, the compensation probe signal
responds on fast time scales similar to those seen in diver-
tor tile current measurements. The measurement loop signal
is not affected by the ELM. This is plausibly a consequence
of toroidal flux conservation generating vacuum vessel cur-
rents. The vacuum vessel wall currents generate the decrease
in flux seen by the compensation probe. The observed toroidal
symmetry of the poloidal magnetic probe and divertor tile
current signals in these discharges makes the toroidal asymme-
try of the internal diamagnetic flux measurements difficult to
explain.
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